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Western countries that believe in modern medicine naturally have some doubts and
resistance to almost all oriental medicines.
And these Western high-ranking officials and aristocrats have enjoyed all the advantages of
Western modern medicine.
Their doctors are almost all top figures in the Western medical field. The latest, best, and
most expensive medicines in the Western world are basically given priority to them.
It is precisely because they have enjoyed too many benefits, so their basic knowledge of
Western medicine is also very deep and clear.
Suddenly, I heard the queen personally say that an oriental magical medicine can bring her
back to life with only a quarter of it. The doctor even said that he can live for at least
another five years. Everyone’s first thought was that This is ridiculous, I can’t believe it.
However, seeing the queen standing in front of him in such a healthy body, a few doubts
about himself occurred in everyone’s heart.
“Could it be…is this oriental magic medicine really so magical?”
After all, when the Northern European Queen was seriously ill, they all learned about the
Queen’s specific condition through their own channels, and they all knew that the Queen’s
condition was hopeless and impossible to pass this hurdle under the basis of Western
medicine. .
But now, the queen is standing here in good health, which is the best proof that she has not
lied.

Duke Philip was very curious and asked: “Your Majesty, I want to know what kind of
rejuvenation pill you just mentioned, what kind of medicine is it to treat?”
The queen solemnly said: “Philip, Rejuvenation Pill is a magical medicine. Since it is a
magical medicine, of course it can cure any disease. Just like the Bible says, holy water can
wash away all evil!”

Duke Philip said embarrassingly: “But… but this logic is unscientific… We all know that in this
modern medicine, most of the medicines are specialized in treating specific diseases. Of
course, there are also a few medicines that can treat many diseases. This kind of disease is
like aspirin, which is called a panacea, but even with aspirin, it is impossible for him to cure
everything…”
Duke Philip’s words aroused the approval of others.
Because in their inherent cognition, there can be no medicine that can cure all diseases.
Generally speaking, those who can say this kind of thing are either magic sticks or liars.
Faced with Duke Philip’s doubts, the queen smiled slightly, and said with a heavy lifting:
“Philip, I know you believe in science and modern medicine. Why am I not like you before?”
After speaking, the queen sighed and said with emotion: “Do you know how painful I was
during my severe illness? Everyone thought I had lost consciousness and was completely in
a coma. Even the best medical team in our royal family used the best equipment to test.
After that, the same result was given, but do you know? I was not in a coma at all!”
Everyone was even more shocked when they heard this!
Duke Philip was stunned. After a while, he asked in horror: “You…you are not in a coma? But
the news we received is that you have been in a severe coma for several days, so… I’m sorry,
Your Majesty, I didn’t understand you. the meaning of……”
The queen said seriously: “Let’s put it this way, the outside world thinks that I am
unconscious because my body has no response, but in fact, my body is just completely out
of the control of my consciousness, and my consciousness is still in my brain. Normal
operation! I can think, remember, and hear the sounds around me, but as if I was sealed by
a demon, I cannot control any part of my body, and I don’t even have the ability to open my
eyes…”
Speaking of this, the queen said with a look of fear: “That feeling is more helpless and
painful than being in hell…”
When the people around heard this, their faces were full of fear.
They also thought that they might get sick in the future, they might become seriously ill or
even die.

